
 

 

Approaches for Automated Data Quality Analysis: 
Syntactic and Semantic Assessment  

Agbodzea Pascal Ahiagble 1 and Hannah Stein2  

Abstract: Data quality significantly influences data usability and plays an important role in data 
trading. This paper presents a data quality analysis (DQA) of data tables on two levels. The first, 
the so-called syntactic level, concerns the structure of the elements within the database and the 
second, the so-called semantic level, concerns the relationship between the elements in the 
database and the "real world". Based on a literature review the most relevant data quality criteria 
and corresponding metrics were derived. Subsequently, based on heuristics, a data-centric 
approach and an unsupervised machine learning clustering algorithm DBSCAN, a service for 
automated DQA, is designed and implemented (syntactic DQA). In the next step, an automated 
semantic DQA service as well. The approach is used to examine data tables for example  for 
missing relevant columns (i.e., semantic completeness). A data quality index represents the 
services’ output, which is derived from the automated analysis of various data quality criteria. This 
enables the assessment of data quality, as well as the detection of potentials for improving quality 
and thus increasing the value of tradeable data. 

Keywords: Data quality assessment, data quality metrics, automated assessment services. 

1 Introduction 

Data play a very important role for companies’ and institutions’ activities, e.g., in the 
management of business processes. High-quality data bring benefits such as increasing 
customer satisfaction and competitive advantages, guaranteeing higher turnovers for the 
company [Pip02]. However, data with poor quality can have a negative economic impact 
on the company [Wan02], [STR96]. Companies and organizations, which work with 
large amounts of data, require approaches to automatically determine data quality (DQ) 
across different criteria, as this can be quite a time-consuming process. In data markets 
and ecosystems, clear responsibilities for DQ assessment are often lacking as well as 
automatic processes or clear control mechanisms to do so [Cap20], [Lis20]. In addition, 
data consumers cannot assess DQ before buying the data [Mus12] – a phenomenon that 
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is known as the information paradox [Sta17]. In this work, we present two approaches 
for decentralized, automatic DQ assessment, appropriate for future application in the 
context of data ecosystems, i.e., DQ assessment from a syntactic and semantic 
perspective. The services automatically determine the quality of databases that are 
generated and used in B2B and B2C contexts. We thereby mainly focus on the quality 
assessment of databases, defined as a "collection of all stored data and its associated 
descriptions" [Est00]. The quality of a database is derived from the quality of data or 
records collected in it.  

Next, we present related work and elaborate on the most important DQ criteria for 
syntactic and semantic DQ assessment. Chapter three shows a methodology approach for 
developing the automatic assessment services. The technical conceptualization and 
prototypical implementation are described in chapter four. Chapter five concludes the 
paper.   

2 Related Work 

The definition of the quality of a database (DB) is considered from different points of 
view, e.g., quality is seen as "usability" [Eve07]. In this sense, the determination of 
quality depends very much on the data consumer and must be contextual [STR96]. The 
assessment of data quality can be made purely objectively [Lee06], which corresponds to 
the internal state of the DBs, or subjectively, what exactly the data consumers need or 
have experienced [Ang12], [Bal98], [Pip02], [STR96]. For this work, we have identified 
the most important DQ criteria, to be taken into account for semantic and syntactic DQ 
assessment. 

2.1 Data Quality Criteria 

The DQ criteria have been intensively researched over the last years and are determined 
independently of each other. The large number of criteria listed in the literature shows 
how multifaceted the assessment of data quality can be. Through research and analysis, 
it is possible to group these criteria, which can vary depending on the context. For 
example, [STR96] grouped the criteria into four categories, namely intrinsic DQ, 
accessibility DQ, contextual DQ, and representative DQ. Similarly, [Cai15] have 
grouped the criteria into availability, usability, reliability, relevance and presentation 
quality. Criteria such as accuracy, timeliness, reliability, completeness, relevance, 
accessibility, and interpretability are often used [STR96]. It is significant to know that 
data type has an impact on the DQ criteria as well as the evaluation and improvement 
technique [Bat09]. To evaluate DQ by criteria, metrics are used so that they can be 
represented as a value [Lev95]. In this paper, we focus on the DQ evaluation of 
structured data to enable automatic assessment service.  
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2.2 Syntactic Data Quality Assessment 

"Syntactic data quality is concerned with the structure of data" [Sha99]. For [STR96] 
"data quality" is defined as data that are fit for use by data consumers. We have 
distinguished between evaluable criteria based on the internal elements in the database 
(objective) and evaluable criteria based on the external elements of the database 
(subjective). The first group includes all those that are measurable based on the variables 
provided directly by the database. We provide a summary which is developed based on a 
literature review in table 1. We name each DQ criterion, give its definition based on 
literature and then provide an example of how the criterion can be assessed.   

Criterion Definition Example 

Completeness  "The extent to which data are of 
sufficient breadth, depth, and 
scope for the task at hand" 
[STR96]. 

Missing values of a DB. Having 
"NULL" in a field instead of real 
value. 

Integrity "A measure of the existence, 
validity, structure, content, and 
other fundamental properties of 
the data" [McG08]. 

Entity integrity, referential 
integrity, domain integrity, and 
column integrity reflect only the 
states of the data [Cod90] 

Accuracy  "The closeness between a value v 
and a value v' that is considered to 
be the correct representation of the 
real phenomenon that v is 
supposed to represent" [Bat06]. 

In a customer database where a 
customer has the first name Peter, 
"v = Peter" is correct and "v = 
pter" is incorrect. 

Timeliness “The extent to which the age of 
the data is appropriate for the task 
at hand" [STR96]. 

Delay between a change in state 
of the real world and the resulting 
change in state of an information 
system [Bat09], [Wan02]. 

Consistency "The data is always presented in 
the same format and is compatible 
with the previous data" [Bat06]. 

Mismatch of datatype (numeric 
and alphanumeric) as attribute for 
the same entity. 

Free-of-error In general, this indicates whether 
"the data are correct" [Lee06].  

The extent to which data are 
correct and reliable. [Pip02] 

Table 1: Evaluable criteria based on the internal elements 

Regarding the second group of criteria, with the inclusion of "external elements", the fact 
that the quality depends not only on the internal state of the data, but also on the use and 
satisfaction that the data bring is considered. Table 2 summarizes these DQ criteria using 
the same structure as table 1. 
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Criterion Definition Example 

Credibility "The extent to which the data is believed 
to be true and reliable" [Lee06].  

 

Customers prefer to 
consume things they 
believe in without 
hesitation. 

Interpretability 
and 
understandability 

"The extent to which data are in 
appropriate languages, symbols, and 
units, and the definitions are clear" 
[Pip02]. 

Customers need to 
understand the data in 
order to use it in an 
appropriate way. 

Security “The extent to which access to the data is 
appropriately restricted to ensure its 
safety" [Pip02].  

Data protection and 
confidentiality. 

Representativeness "The extent to which data is represented 
compactly and in the same format" 
[Pip02]. 

"Data are clear, 
without ambiguity, 
and easily 
understood" [Bat06].   

Objectivity, 
Relevance, and 
Reputation 

Objectivity is defined as "the extent to 
which data are unbiased and 
unprejudiced", relevance is defined as 
"the extent to which data are applicable 
and helpful to the task at hand" and 
reputation is defined as "the extent to 
which data are highly regarded in terms 
of their source or content" [Pip02]. 

They give data 
consumers an 
indication of whether 
the available datasets 
meet the baseline for 
their business 
processes. 

Table 2: Evaluable criteria based on the external elements 

2.3 Semantic Data Quality Assessment 

Data quality can be defined from the semantic point of view as the "correspondence 
between the data represented by an information system and the data in the real world" 
[Ken98]. The criteria for semantic evaluation are similar to those for syntactic evaluation 
but with different measurement approaches, e.g., completeness, consistency, accuracy, 
and timeliness [Bat16], [Red98], [Yuv17]. In this context, a database is complete if it 
contains all the necessary information for the task to be performed [Jar20]. Furthermore, 
completeness can be defined as the degree to which all relevant attributes of a feature 
have been encoded [VER99]. Semantic consistency has been defined as the degree to 
which the evaluated data is free of internal inconsistencies [Ber18]. If we imagine a 
customer DB of a supermarket, for example, it is not semantically complete if the 
contact data of customers are not available as an entity. In the case that this characteristic 
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is present but requests are missing, we speak of syntactic incompleteness. 

3 Assessment Approach 

The assessment of DQ is specified by metrics. For the syntactic assessment, these 
metrics can be composed of simple to very complex formulas depending on the variables 
that come into play. For the construction of the individual metrics, [Pip02] use the 
simple ratio as a basic method. The quality index (QI) is thereby automatically measured 
and normalized as a value between 0 (very bad) and 1 (perfect) [Lee06]. 

According to [Bec08] there are two questions to ask when it comes to the semantic 
assessment of data quality: First, which real world phenomena should be represented in 
the information system (i.e., which entities are relevant)? For this purpose, a conceptual 
model must be created to capture through an ontology: the semantics of a real world. 
Second, how should relevant phenomena be represented in the information system (i.e., 
which attributes and relationships are relevant)? Therefore, a conceptual model is 
compared to the physical data model of an information system. 

3.1 Automation of the Quality Assessment of Databases 

In order to avoid redundant procedures and save time, it makes more sense to be able to 
automatically determine the quality of a database, especially now that companies and 
organizations have to deal with large amounts of data. Companies should be able to keep 
track of the quality of their databases without much effort, to be able to sell or share 
parts of them later via data markets and ecosystems. For example, [Bal85] designed a 
model to detect errors in data-based systems. The provision of data and how the 
relationships between quality parameters are represented should not be a challenge for 
companies [Wan02]. Strategies and techniques for assessing and optimizing DQ have 
been developed in recent years. According to [Bat09], the assessment of DQ is 
composed of three steps: (1) reconstructing the state of data with the goal of deriving 
general contextual information, (2) measuring the quality of the database, and (3) 
searching for improvement strategies and techniques. However, these steps may differ in 
practice, e.g. Evaluation of the DQ after the measurement or using iterative approaches. 

Automation occurs on different levels. Activities that are not performed by humans but 
by the system can be described as automatic. In DQ assessment, this can be applied in 
the calculation of the metrics. Appendix of the available data sets, the relevant values for 
each metric can be collected automatically to perform calculations and return the score 
as a result. If values cannot be found, a warning of errors is issued instead of the QI as 
the result. Using heuristic functions [Sch18], [Kri17], targeted, statistical scores can be 
retrieved from one or more columns in the dataset. Through incremental computation, it 
is possible to include growing datasets when determining metrics. Machine learning 
allows, for example, using dataset and column names, to make a prediction about the 
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types of information present and thus, in case of discrepancies, can list them as errors. 
Training models with machine learning not only allow to find and fix specific errors 
such as lower and upper case to fully reflect the quality score [Sch18], [Ruk20], but also 
allows to independently and continuously monitor the quality level of the DB [Kri17]. 

4 Proof of Concept 

To concretize the points described above, the implementation of a prototype is presented. 
This prototype is designed to automatically check both the semantic and syntactic quality 
of databases based on different criteria. According to the automation stages of [She05], 
our proposal can be classified to stage (2), since the user's intervention is required for the 
proposed prototype only when providing the records. The architecture of the prototype is 
illustrated in Figure 1 and has five components. All analysis is done with Pandas3 and 
with Danfo.js4 and visualization is done by Chart.js. As DB, only CSV files are 
considered here. The evaluation is a decentralized analysis, so it works on edge. The 
approach used for syntactic evaluation is an adaptation of the approaches proposed in 
[Pip02], [Sch18]. For consistency, the codes are written in Python. 

 

Figure 1: Prototype Architecture5 

4.1 Preparation of Data Set 

As mentioned above, the training data is CSV data. Here, care must be taken regarding 
 

3 https://pandas.pydata.org/ 
4 https://danfo.jsdata.org/ 
5 Include for syntactic evaluation step 1, 2, 3 and 4 while including step 1, 2, 3 and 5 for semantic evaluation.   
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separations (",", "\t", ";", "|"...) in the DBs. The first training data file is a small DB with 
17 attributes and 1000 unique values from the platform Kaggle6. This dataset is a 
supermarket data recorded from 3 different shops over a period of 3 months. The second 
record has 73 attributes and 2686 rows and originates from a manufacturer. After 
uploading, the records (the CSV files) are stored as metadata in a dictionary7 in the 
system, associated with an ID number. The conversion of the CSV file is done by using 
Pandas. First, we read the file as follows:  

csv = pd.read_csv(csv_file, sep=delimiter) 
  

Then we store the tables in the dictionary in the system to be able to continue working 
with them, as the code line shows: 

data = csv.to.dict 

4.2 Assessment of Quality Values  

Pandas is used in different ways depending on the criterion to perform the evaluation. 
For syntactic quality assessment, four criteria are specifically included, namely 
completeness, consistency, accuracy and integrity of IDs [Ehr19]. This represents a data-
centric approach. Additional inputs are required to consider other criteria [Lee06]. For 
Semantic Quality Assessment, completeness and consistency are also considered as 
criteria here [Ber18].   

Syntactic Completeness 

Pandas examines the dataset for empty entries, also called "Null Values". The number of 
"Null Values" is incrementally enumerated and then divided by the size of the dataset. 
Finally, the result of the division is normalized according to the "Simple Ratio" formula. 
The whole process looks like the following code in Python: 

 null_counter = int(csv[col].isnull().sum()) 
 incomplete_cnt += val[‘null_counter’] 
 metrics[‘completeness’] = 1–(incomplete_cnt/csv.size) 

 
Syntactic Consistency and Accuracy  

Here, mainly data type inconsistencies are considered. To find inconsistent values and 
inaccuracies, a heuristic function and a data-centric approach are used. As assumption, 
our method distinguishes between two types of inconsistencies, namely the so-called 

 
6 https://www.kaggle.com/aungpyaeap/supermarket-sales,  accessed : 12.02.2022. 
7 https://realpython.com/python-dicts/. accessed 02/2021.  
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data type_inconsistency and the outliers per expression [Bat06]. The first type of 
inconsistency is composed of alternations of types within the same column. For 
accuracy, this is taken as the only violation characteristic.  The second type, the outliers 
can be data entry errors, valid data but from a different population, or very rarely 
occurring data from the same population. As a basis of analysis, a heuristic based on 
statistical techniques is used: (1) The majority of values per expression are correct, with 
inconsistent values occurring infrequently and (2) errors can be different but equally 
distributed, or they can be the same but represent little compared to the correct entries. In 
order for this heuristic to be applied, a distinction was made between continuous and 
categorical data by inference. For the clustering of the data type DBSCAN8 is used.  

Semantic Completeness 

For this category of evaluation, the absence of certain groups of attributes are considered 
as a violation [Jar20]. To overcome the challenge of a standard of minimum attributes 
that must be present in a database, database models of CRM vendors were analyzed and 
some interviews with different vendors were conducted. A database in the B2B domain 
should contain at least demographics, firmographics, technological, chronographic 
quantitative and qualitative data9. In this work master data in the B2C area were assumed 
as name, gender, address, email address and city. Within the database, these attributes 
are searched. In order to not miss any information, we first search for the synonyms of 
the attributes, which we include in the further processing as follows:  

mydic = dict() 
for i in basedata10: 
 for val in wornet.synsets(i): 
  for j in val.lemmas(): 
   array_synonyms.append(i.name()) 
 

Based on the number of master data and the number of matching attributes found in the 
DB, the semantic completeness is determined as follows: 
 

Size_base = len(basedata) 
semCompleteness = count11 / size_base  

 

The completeness decreases depending on how the attributes are available. 

Semantic Consistency 

The consistency on location, email address, gender and age are checked here. When 
 

8 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.cluster.DBSCAN.html, accessed 04/07/2022. 
9 https://www.cognism.com/b2b-data, accessed 04.07.2022. 
10 The master data collection  
11 Number of attributes occurring 
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checking the location data, the aim is to ensure that the specified location in the database 
actually exists in the real world. Therefore, individual locations are checked for 
existence in real-time using the free geographic database platform GeoNames API12.  
The code section for this looks like this: 

Check_loc=requests.requests(“GET”,f"https://www.geona 
mes.org/search.html?q={Ci13}&country=") 

  

Email address consistency was realized using the Python Library email-validator14.  

Regex = '^[a-z0-9]+[\._]?[a-z0-9]+[@]\w+[.]\w{2,3}$' 
 If True == validate_email(m15) or  

(re.search(regex,m) == True): 
                isvalid.append(m) 
 

For gender information, two gender types were considered as the base gender. The two 
genders are set in different formats and in three languages, namely English, German and 
French as default and searched in the database. We summarise it as code as follows: 

Standard_Gender = [‘female’, ‘male’, ‘weiblich’, 
 ‘männlich’,‘feminin’,‘masculin’,‘f’, ‘m’,‘w’] 

  

For age, all data above 100 and below 0 are considered as outliers as shown below: 

 If age < 100 and age > 0:  
   not_outliers.append(age) 
  

These four criteria are adjusted for the Quality Index and Simple Ratio. 

4.3 Visualization 

The ratings are presented as an index. The algorithm receives all uploaded data sets with 
their matching criteria as well as metrics as input. The whole is presented in the form of 
a radar, where the radius is equal to 1, which in turn corresponds to the QI of the 
"Simple Ratio = [0, 1]". Figure 2 shows how the visualization is presented 

 
12 http://www.geonames.org/, accessed : 05.07.2022.  
13 Current city  
14 https://pypi.org/project/email-validator/, accessed : 05.07.2021 
15 Current email address  
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Figure 2: Visualisation of the supermarkt.csv evaluation  

On the graph we can see that City Consistency and Gender Consistency have a QI equal 
to 1 (very good), which means that the data in the DB matches the data in the real world.  
So the cities really exist and the genders match the given standard. Age and e-mail 
consistency are equal to 0 in this case because they were not to be checked in the DB 
(see point: 3 description Fig.4). This leads to the QI of completeness being equal to 0.5 
because this DB does not have a "Name" attribute in addition to these two attributes (see 
point: 1 description Fig.4). 

4.4 Result 

The results of the Proof of Concept (PoC) look in our interface as shown in the figures 
provided below. For the syntactic evaluation, the QI of the dataset and the aggregated QI 
are displayed first. For each dataset, the criteria values are used to determine how the QI 
was obtained. For the semantic evaluation, the QI per criteria is determined on the left 
side of the interface and, if necessary, the appropriate improvement options are indicated 
on the right side. 
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Figure 3: Syntactic evaluation of Real_life_database.csv 

 

 

Figure 4: Semantic evaluation of supermarkt.csv 
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5 Conclusion 

Our work comes not without limitations which need to be overcome by future work. 
First, only four criteria were considered for the syntactic evaluation. Criteria like 
timeliness and accessibility, which are important for the companies, were left out. The 
inclusion of such criteria requires temporal information. Assuming that this information 
is provided by an external system, machine learning can be used in further assessment 
areas to extend the proposed model to include these criteria. For semantic evaluation, 
there is currently very little source to be found in the literature. Our PoC focuses on the 
DQ assessment of customer databases and is based on the analysis of customer database 
providers16 17 18. Further research in the context of semantic DQ assessment needs to 
consider further domains and types of data. In addition, we worked exclusively with 
structured data. Semi-structured data such as JSON files as well as unstructured data 
such as text or conversations, on the other hand, are difficult to evaluate without first 
adapting them [Blu03], [Tei16], [Ehr19]. An automatic procedure for evaluating this 
type of data would be important in future work.   

In this work, we developed a prototype consisting of two services: one for syntactic and 
one for semantic DQ assessment. For the PoC, an open source database from the 
platform Kaggle19 and a "real life" database from a manufacturer were used. Especially 
the semantic approach shows opportunities for more efficient and transparent DQ 
assessment to be applied for data sharing in data ecosystems.  
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